Additional Notes for IIPS Meeting – 04/08/11
Email

‐ All LL lists need to completed by April 15 for the individual schools
‐There are 3 schools going to moving to alternate email services
(Mayland, Stanley, South Piedmont)
‐there will be no shared address book
‐colleges should maintain contact information on their college website
‐there was some concern about putting email addresses in the contact
list because of SPAM
‐someone suggested creating discussion groups

Generic UI 2.x

‐need to make it more secure and we should have a separate generic
login for each environment

E‐Commerce 4.0 or 4.1

‐ Should be a Business Office decision
‐ E‐commerce 4.1 should be to the schools by Sept/Oct timeframe
‐Patches will be password protected so they are not downloaded by
mistake
‐Recommended that we install 4.0 in test to make sure connections
work because 4.0 needs to be installed before the 4.1 updates
‐Suntrust has been contacting schools about PCI compliance

UI 4.2

‐ UI 4.1 end of life is 9/17/11
‐UI 4.2 end of life October
‐UI 4.3 will be released from Datatel in August 2011
‐Datatel has announced they will be releasing a patch to remove menu
items from UI 2.3
‐All help screens run through web advisor, so you need to have a
different environment for WA for production, test, and development

ODS

‐ SO is reviewing licensing issues for ODS

CCL

‐ Projected date for Phase 3B is Fall 2012 – this means when the
curriculum development team will have to enter POS
‐Captive Co‐Op for CE is 85% complete and will be done this summer

Training

‐Videos for UI 4.2 are on the Datatel Website. SO suggested that we
give our power users a login on the Datatel site,(not for answernet) but
to access these training videos and have access to the user forums.
‐There is a Colleague administrator Training being added to the training
schedule soon. Emailed Annette Busby, but they have not released the
date yet

MOX

‐ there are licensing issues right now that the SO is reviewing. They are
looking into getting it for the schools, but there is not projected date
‐You do not need sharepoint for MOX –limited services, however, that
only gives the user the ability to use it for maps and addresses, not
messaging

ICR Reporting

‐ they are looking at changing the FTE funding, but have not changed it
in IS yet

Web Advisor Budgets

‐the GL security patch broke the Web Advisor budget screen

Budget

‐SO projects there might be a 5% cut on networking cost which
shouldn’t affect us much because of the MCNC discount

MCNC

‐ make sure to check all network charges to see if we are not paying for
services we shouldn’t be paying for

IE 9.0

‐Datatel has not certified IE 9.0 with UI 4.2

Random Notes:

‐There was a presentation on how to go about installing Software
updates
‐IIPS summer conference will be July 25‐27th
‐Chuck Hauser did a presentation on securing the generic login‐ he will
send the powerpoint

